
Strategic Connecting & CAPI  
 

Establishing strategic connections, which serve the purpose of THC is an essential part 

of our work. An important aspect of that is CAPI: Coalescing Authority, Influence and 

Power (Adizez, Don Beck).  

  

In the different strategic reasons for making connections there are two movements:  

• From the inside out - what is needed for our own individual and collective 

consciousness growth to be available for our work, including participation in 

Communities of Practice;  

• From the outside in - aimed at entering into strategic connections for existing and new 

policy developments in different sectors, between sectors and at different locations.  

  

THC members often fulfill an initiating, leading, facilitating or actively participating role 

in different networks and organizations that work towards consciousness development.  

  

THC is involved in a large number of projects, networks and networks of networks, 

including  

 

• WholeWorld-View 

• Evolutionary Leaders Circle  

• World Unity Week  

• Unity Earth 

• SINE network  

• Integral City 

• Center for Human Emergence 

• The Club of Budapest 

• Co-Creating Europe  

• Hopemakers Network 

• NETSPIRIT 

• Together/Mabaad 

• Peace Day Youth Assembly 

• City Transformers 

• Humanity Rising 



• WeWorldwide 

• Care First 

• Gaianet  

• Loving Classroom 

• NOW Assembly  

• Global Education Futures 

• Purpose Earth 

• One Humanity Institute 

• UK Spirituality in Education Alliance (SIEUK) 

• We the world 

• The Scientific and Medical Network (SMN) 

• Codes for a Healthy Earth 

• MetaalKathedraal  

• The Laszlo Institute of New Paradigm Research 

• Club van Boedapest Nederland 

• Het Veerhuis 

• Greenheart 

• SIEUK works to promote an understanding of spirituality within schools and to 

create learning environments that better promote and nurture the inner life of 

students and teachers. 

  

As a result, THC can be a connecting link between these different initiatives, and help 

them to reinforce, complement and learn from each other, so that what they do is 

aligned with a shared and overarching goal.  

 

 

 
 
 
 



SDI Leadership & Meshworking 
  
THC's expertise lies, among other things, in the field of Spiral Dynamics integral, and in 

bringing organizations and people together and motivating them to work for a higher 

purpose. A unique expertise of THC lies in the design and facilitation of multi-

stakeholder projects. The term we use for this is Meshworking, introduced by Dr. Don 

Beck.  

  

Meshworking is both a vision and a method. In essence, Meshworking is about the way 

in which we bring a variety of stakeholders together behind a common, higher goal, so 

that real progress can be made in solving complex issues.  

 

Unlike in a network where the connections between the partners are focused on their 

own interests, each partner's own interests are placed within the context of the common 

interest. THC fulfills the role of 'whole holder' - the person who gives the example of 

how cooperation can be based on social intentions. THCs often fulfill this role on a 

(partly) voluntary basis. This also ensures a large degree of independence. 

	
 

 


